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Abstract We study a cement transportation problem with asset-management (equipment selection) for strategic planning scenarios involving multiple forms of transportation and network expansion. A deterministic mixed integer programming approach is difficult due to the underlying capacitated multi-commodity network flow
model and the need to consider a time-space network to ensure operational feasibility. Considering uncertain aspects is also difficult but important. In this paper we
propose three approaches: solve a deterministic mixed integer program optimally;
solve stochastic programs to obtain robust bounds on the solution; and, study alternative solutions to obtain their optimal cost vectors using inverse programming.

1 Introduction
We consider a strategic network design problem with asset management, inspired
by the requirements of a leading European construction group currently delivering
cement in a truck transportation system. The company is considering opportunities
to expand the network to incorporate intermodal transportation by adding rail and/or
barge links. Additional factories are also considered and as such, the production
schedule is not known.
Given a set of cement orders, we wish to select transportation equipment and
related arcs; select services and associated schedules; and build flow paths through
the network such that a production schedule at each factory can also be generated.
We aim to achieve the optimum strategic network design at minimum cost given that
certain aspects of costing are uncertain. Since we permit multi-commodity flows to
satisfy orders, and the selection of services and equipment requires a fixed charge in
the objective function, this problem is strongly related to and is likely to be at least
as difficult as the fixed charge capacitated multi-commodity flow network problem—
known to be N P-hard [7]. Adding to this difficulty is the scale of the time-space
network.
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Similar problems have been modelled as multi-commodity flow mixed integer
program on time-space networks [2]; however, it has been long known that the
bound provided by the LP relaxation is weak [4]. Worse, the time-space network
can lead to an inhibiting number of variables, such as in [11]. Since there are uncertain aspects to our problem—notably costs and demands—a stochastic programming approach is desirable. In the closely related context of service network design, a two-stage stochastic programming model [10] has been succesfully used.
Preprocessing (see [5]), decomposition (see [3, 9]), and cutting planes (see [4–6])
have helped improve the tractability of the underlying network model. However, in
genuine applications, such as [2], this has been insufficient to produce a thorough
stability analysis.
We propose a portfolio of solution approaches that generate a complementary set
of future options. In this paper we propose three approaches: solve a deterministic mixed integer program optimally (Section 2); generate solutions to a simplified
stochastic program (Section 3); and study the expected solutions to obtain their optimal cost vectors (Section 4). We briefly outline future challenges in Section 5.

2 Model
We define the network on a graph G = (N , A ) where N is the set of nodes and
A is the set of paths connecting each pair. Each arc is indexed by the nodes, i and
j, and equipment, e, that moves between, giving the tuple a = (i, j, e). We model
the problem as a multi-commodity network flow mixed integer program, where the
commodities represent the capability to satisfy orders from more than one factory.
The flow variables, xta,k , capture the flow of cement on arc a at the start of period t
for commodity k. The equipment index is important in ensuring that the commodity
is not split once it has left the factory in one package (since it is not practical to
split cement packaging). The service variables, yta , indicate whether a service by
equipment e (∈ a) runs on arc a at the start of period t. These variables can be
used to also indicate the time of purchase of a particular machine by comparing the
existence of services provided in period t with the existence of services provided
in possible previous time periods, t − t(a′ ), where t(a′ ) is the service time along a
preceding arc a′ (see Figure ??). Salvage time is indicated for each equipment by
binary variable st,e .
The objective function minimises the cost of owning ( f e ) and operating (va ) the
equipment. All costs are discounted back to the present using a discount factor,
1
dt = (1+I)
t , for some interest rate I. Transshipment nodes may incur a fixed fee
when the flow changes mode of transport, as indicated by binary variable ztk .
The movement of cement through the network is modelled with flow constraints:
demand constraints for each order, κ , with associated due date, τ , implied by the
order (Constraint 1); node balancing for interior nodes (Constraint 2) and the demand nodes (Constraint 3)—this captures the ability of equipment to drop off partial orders; and, capacity constraints on the production nodes, N O (Constraint 4).
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Since the production schedule is not known a priori, the latter is an inequality. Decision variables are linked by Constraint (5), where ce is the maximum capacity of
a provided service. The disaggregated right hand side prevents commodity splitting
across equipment within an arc. Special-ordered set constraints (type 1) prevent flow
splitting across arcs (Constraint 6) and across equipment (Constraint 7).
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Fig. 1 Purchases are determined by looking at all arc service variables in one time period and
comparing it with service variables in the immediately preceding possible time period.

SOS1 constraints allow at most one variable in the set to be non-zero. Since the
service variables are binary, we use a knapsack constraint to prevent equipment
splitting across arcs (Constraint 8). The time of transshipment is captured in Constraint (9). Consistency in the time-space network is provided for service by the
restriction (10). We restrict purchasing in Constraint (11), using a similar argument
as illustrated in Figure ??. Finally, we ensure consistency in the salvage variables
(Constraints (12)–(14)). We reduce the domains of the constraints by considering
edge conditions, and exclude variables never appearing in the optimal solution.
The literature suggests that solving the full, deterministic mixed-binary model
without simplification will be difficult. Both preprocessing and decomposition approaches are required to achieve tractability. Obvious preprocessing includes disjoint sets, precedence, cycles and covering. However, we need to be mindful that
the preprocessing doesn’t break the strong structure provided for decomposition
by the time-space network. Therefore much analysis is needed for this approach—
especially if the final implementation is to avoid the use of commercial solvers.

3 Stochastic Programming Approach
We propose a two-stage stochastic programming approach. The equipment and salvage variables are fixed in the first stage. In the second stage, some random events
ω ∈ Ω are realised and determine the random vector χ consisting of: the operating cost coefficients va (ω ); and, the demand Dκ . The recourse action then consists of decisions about the service and flow variables. Assuming a fixed number
of realisations/scenarios for χ the stochastic program can be defined in its extensive form. Furthermore, all binary variables are fixed in the first stage. Therefore
the proposed stochastic program can be solved using a standard algorithm such as
the L-shaped method. The model defined in Section 2 includes the possibility of
outsourcing transport at a high cost, ensuring the feasibility of the second stage.
Since the linear program of the second stage can be solved efficiently, it remains
to be shown how to fix the first stage variables. On the one hand this could be done
by exatly solving the first stage at every iteration of the L-shaped method using
a mixed integer programming solver. On the other hand for problem instances of
realistic size the use of heuristics might become necessary [8]. In our case, first
stage decisions could be taken by first solving the flow problem and then allowing
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the flow to imply the services required for each scenario. Then the decision about
the equipment and factories can be taken based on the required services.

4 Scenario-scaping Heuristic
An alternative approach is to develop an understanding of when alternate solutions would become optimal. To achieve this, we propose a heuristic to approximate
the cost vector that would make an initial feasible solution optimal. The proposed
heuristic itself is outlined in Algorithm 1. We will begin with a good feasible solution proposed by the industry partner. We will then use inverse programming (as
proposed in [1]) under the L1 norm to find the nearest cost vector that makes the
feasible solution optimal. This is a type of reverse stochastic programming: instead
of determining the best decision under uncertainty, we provide the conditions under
which each decision will be best. This is particularly useful for decision-making if
the industry partner has a way of influencing the cost vector or has undisclosed cost
information.
Algorithm 1 Scenario-scaping with inverse programming.
1: Define the capacitated network design problem as a mixed integer program, P, with objective
function z.
2: for each scenario s ∈ S do
3:
Heuristically determine the equipment selection solution for s and denote this hs .
4:
Fix all equipment variables according to hs —this fixes all integer variables in the model.
Fix some of the continuous variables (flow) as implied by hs and the location solution in s.
5:
Solve the remaining reduced LP problem P s (exactly or approximately) with the fixed
variables to obtain the full scenario solution, x0 . Note that x0 is now feasible for P.
6:
Consider the set of binding constraints, B, for x0 in P. Remove all non-binding constraints
to obtain the reduced problem, PBs —keep all integer variables fixed according to hs but restore
the bounds on all continuous variables.
7:
Solve the reduced problem PBs exactly. Note that, different to P s , PBs does not contain
any fixed continuous variables.
8:
Let the vector π be the optimal dual variables associated with the constraints in B. The
elements of the new cost vector for scenario s are given by:

 c j − |cπj | ∀ { j : cπj > 0 and x∗j > 0}
∗
d j = c j + |cπj | ∀ { j : cπj < 0 and x∗j < ui, j }

cj
otherwise

where cπj = c j − ∑i∈B ai, j πi ; ui, j is the upper bound on variable j in P; and i corresponds to
constraints in P.
9: end for

We obtain the initial feasible solution x0 by first fixing many (integer) variables
when we define the scenario and solving the remaining reduced mixed integer program approximately. The SOS constraints create a non-convex feasible region. To
combat this we propagate the SOS constraints to obtain the finite set of convex LP’s
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that comprise the feasible region—since these LP’s are already significantly reduced
it is trivial to enumerate through the set to obtain the optimal solution.

5 Conclusions and Discussion
In this paper we have studied a difficult network design problem and proposed several approaches, which combine to provide supporting information in a holistic manner. This is important given the cost of making these decisions and the uncertainty
involved in the cost vector. In this way, we meet our goal of obtaining quality solutions while taking into account that the genuine optimal solution is influenced by
events we cannot foresee. The complementary solutions we provide will empower
our industry partner to make good and near-optimal decisions even if they need to
withhold (or cannot quantify) confidential data.
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